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S U M M A R Y
The Southwestern Alps and the Ligurian margin is a region of moderate seismicity with a high
rate of small to moderate events. Identifying the active faults in this very densely populated
region is critical to better assess the hazard and mitigate the risk. An accurate 3-D velocity
model of the shallow to middle crust is a fundamental step to better locate the seismicity, and
hence, the faults from which it originates.

We performed ambient noise surface-wave tomography based on all available continuous
seismological data from the French and Italian permanent networks (RESIF, INGV, RSNI), and
current and past temporary experiments (AlpArray, CASSAT, SISVAR, RISVAL). In addition
to these available data, we deployed three more stations to improve the spatial resolution in
a region with sparse seismic station coverage. Overall, we used 55 inland seismic stations, 5
oceans bottom seismometers and 2 offshore cabled site/sensors. Data span the 2014–2018 time
period. Time series from all available components were cross-correlated to reconstruct both
Rayleigh and Love-wave Green’s functions. For each station-pair Rayleigh and Love group
velocity dispersion curves were semi-automatically picked using a frequency–time analysis.
Then we regionalize these group velocities to build 2-D Rayleigh and Love velocity-maps
between 1.5 and 9 s period. Using a two-step inversion, we estimate the best 3-D shear wave
velocity model. The first step is based on a Neighbourhood Algorithm to recover the best
three layers’ velocity model at each cell of the model. We then use this three-layer model
as a starting model in a perturbational method based on finite elements. At periods up to
5 s, the spatial variation of the velocity is well correlated with the effective geology of the
area. Lower velocities are observed in areas where the sedimentary cover is thicker, such as
the Var and Paillon valley near Nice, or in the subalpine domain in the northwestern part
of the region. Higher velocities are retrieved in areas where massifs are present, such as the
Argentera-Mercantour massifs in the northeastern, or the Esterel massif in the southwestern
part of the region.

Key words: Europe; interferometry; Crustal imaging; Seismic noise; Seismic tomography.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The Southwestern Alps-Ligurian basin junction is one the most seis-
mically active zones of western Europe. It is presently an area of
very low deformation rate and low- to moderate seismicity. Instru-
mental records display continuous microseismicity together with
moderate-size events (ML 3.5–5) and the horizontal velocity mea-
sured from 15 yr of continuous GPS is less than 0.5 mm yr–1 (Lar-
roque et al. 2001; Nocquet 2012). Nevertheless, in 1887, a major
earthquake occurred 20 km offshore Impera in the Ligurian sea
(Larroque et al. 2012). It reached a macroseismic intensity of X

(Medved-Sponheuer-Karnik scale) and an estimated magnitude of
6.7–6.9 (Ioualalen et al. 2014). This damaging earthquake occurred
in a high vulnerability area, as more than 2 million people live on the
French–Italian Riviera between Cannes and Genoa. However, the
driving mechanism of such seismicity remains poorly understood
(Béthoux et al. 1992, 2008; Larroque et al. 2009). A better under-
standing of the origin of the seismicity would contribute mitigating
the risk. In this study, we provide a regional seismic velocity model
of the Southwestern Alps-Ligurian basin junction that will be use-
ful to better locate seismic events, and therefore to identify active
structure which is a prerequisite to seismic hazard assessment.
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1.1 Geological setting

The southwestern Alps is the result of a hundred million years of
geological evolution dominated by the convergence between the
Africa and Eurasia plates which led to the collision between con-
tinental blocks and to the building of the alpine mountain range
from Cretaceous to Miocene times (Dercourt et al. 1986; Dewey
et al. 1989). The southwestern French Alps are now made of the
high elevation Argentera massif and the southern subalpine fold and
thrust belts (Tricart 1984; Laurent et al. 2000) which are bounded
on their western side by the Maures-Esterel Massif (Fig. 1). The
Argentera and Maures-Esterel massifs are composed of crystalline
rocks while the southern subalpine fold and thrust belts are com-
posed of mesozoic and cenozoic sedimentary rocks. The emplace-
ment of the Argentera massif and the southern subalpine fold and
thrust belts is related to the late phase of the alpine orogeny (∼15–3
Ma, Riccou & Siddans 1986; Fry 1989; Bigot-Cormier et al. 2000;
Sanchez et al. 2011) while the Maures-Esterel massif was mainly de-
formed during the hercynian orogeny and remains poorly deformed
later.

During the convergence between the two plates, the Ligurian
basin opened at Miocene times through this mountain range in re-
sponse to the anticlockwise rotation of the Corsica-Sardinia block
(Westphal et al. 1976; Gattacceca et al. 2007). The continental
rifting started between 34 and 28 Ma and ended around 21 Ma
(Réhault et al. 1984; Séranne 1999; Rollet et al. 2002). This was
followed by a drifting phase between 21 and 16 Ma. The Lig-
urian basin is considered to be a backarc basin generated from the
southeastward roll-back of the Apennines–Maghrebides subduc-
tion zone (Malinverno & Ryan 1986; Faccenna et al. 1997; Jolivet
et al. 2008).

The studied area can then be divided between an onshore and an
offshore domain and its complex geological evolution results in a
heterogeneous crustal puzzle. At depth, the Moho is located ∼40–
45 km below the high topography (up to 3200 m) of the Argentera
and becomes shallower toward the south to reach a depth around
27 km below the coast (e.g. Masson et al. 1999; Thouvenot et
al. 2007; Stehly et al. 2009; Schreiber et al. 2010). The northern
ligurian margin is narrow and the continental crust thins abruptly in
a few tens of kilometres from the coast and, in the basin, the oceanic
crust is 4 km in thickness (Chamoot-Rooke et al. 1999; Rollet et al.
2002).

1.2 Ambient noise tomography

Ambient noise tomography is based on the reconstruction of the
Green’s function (GF) between different receivers from the cross
correlation (CC) of long duration ambient noise records. In the
1–10 s period band, ambient noise tomography allows us to gain
insight into the first tens of kilometres of the subsurface. Numer-
ous ambient noise surface wave tomography has been performed at
regional scale in densely instrumented areas (e.g. Lin et al. 2008;
Stehly et al. 2009; Mordret et al. 2014; Giannopoulos et al. 2017;
Schippkus et al. 2018). Regional seismic velocity models are im-
portant for seismic hazard assessment because they contribute to a
better location of the seismic events and highlight the relationship
between the seismicity and the crustal structures. Because surface
wave tomography allows building a precise velocity model for the
shallow and the middle crust, it also helps to better retrieve, on one
hand, deeper discontinuities and structures in the deep crust and
shallow mantle using body waves tomography (e.g. Rawlinson &
Sambridge 2004; Nunn et al. 2014) and, on the other hand, serve as a

reference model to study shallow structures (e.g. above 1 km depth)
such as shallow sedimentary basin using geotechnics methods. The
development of OBS with sufficiently long acquisition time, as well
as the installation in some regions of permanent cabled OBS, allow
imaging in the oceanic crust (e.g. Yao et al. 2011; Mordret et al.
2014; Hable et al. 2019).

Over the past 10 yr, the development of dense permanent seis-
mic networks with high quality broad-band stations (RESIF-RLBP,
GU, INGV) in the Southwestern alps—Ligurian allows to study
the crustal structures with a high resolution. In addition to fur-
ther increase the resolution we use continuous data recorded dur-
ing current and past temporary experiments. This multiplication
of deployed stations allows us to break away from the uneven
spatio-temporal distribution of seismicity using the ambient noise
tomography.

At the scale of the whole Alpine continental collision zone, Ver-
beke et al. (2012), Molinari et al. (2015), Kästle et al. (2018) and
Lu et al. (2018) recently performed ambient noise tomography to
image the velocity structure from the middle crust to the upper
mantle and the Moho depth. These previous works did not used
OBS and were investigating surface waves with long enough peri-
ods so that the water layer could be neglected since Scholte waves
can be regarded as Rayleigh waves. The originality of this present
work is to take advantage of an amphibious seismic network at a re-
gional scale to image both the continental crust and the continental
margin.

Here, we present the tomography of Southwestern Alps/Ligurian
Sea by using Rayleigh, Scholte and Love waves altogether. First,
we estimate Rayleigh, Scholte and Love wave group velocity maps
from the dispersion curves of ambient noise cross-correlation. We
then invert for the shear velocity at depth from the regionalized
Rayleigh and Scholte wave group velocities.

2 C O N T I N U O U S S E I S M O L O G I C A L
DATA

We
À used continuous seismic ambient noise records of short-period

and broad-band sensors of the French [RESIF (1995)–28 stations]
and Italian [INGV Seismological Data Centre (1997)–8 stations,
Regional Seismic Network of Italy–6 stations] permanent seis-
mic networks as well as 18 temporary stations set up for past or
current experiments [AlpArray Seismic Network (2015)—Hetenyi
et al. (2018)], POSA (French National Research Agency ANR),
CASSAT, SISVAR and RISVAL (European Alcotra programs). In
addition, data from 5 ocean bottom seismometer from AlpArray-
Ligure program deployed during 2 months in 2017 and 2 off-shore
cabled seismometer from European EMSO-Ligure program have
been used to image the French part of the Ligurian Sea. Finally,
we installed three temporary stations during 3 months in order to
increase the resolution in the western part of our velocity model
where the permanent stations coverage is less dense. Overall, we
used continuous seismic noise of 62 stations across the Southern
Alps and the Ligurian Sea between 2011 and 2018, which allows
us to exploit 1411 and 970 station pairs for the vertical–vertical
and transverse–transverse components, respectively. In this study,
the seismic record range goes from 3 months up to 1 yr in length.
Among these stations, 12 are single-component stations. The in-
terstation distances range from 500 m in the Var valley to 250 km
between Italy and France. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the study
area and the locations of the stations.
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Figure 1. Simplified geological map of the Southwestern Alps—Ligurian sea area (from Carte Géologique de France, BRGM and Rollet et al. 2002).
Continental domain: A, Palaeozoic crystalline basement (AM: Argentera Massif, DMM: Dora Maira Massif, MEM: Maures-Esterel Massif); B, Meso-
Cenozoic sedimentary cover of the external alpine belt; C, sedimentary cover of the internal alpine belt; D, Plio-Quaternary sedimentary deposits (DVB,
Durance-Valensole basin; PP, Po Plain; V, Var basin; R, Rhone basin; T, Tanneron basin); AFT, Alpine frontal thrust; PF, Penninic front (internal alpine thrust).
Marine domain: F, thinned continental crust of the Ligurian margin; G, transitional oceanic–continental crust; H, oceanic crust.

3 A M B I E N T N O I S E S U R FA C E - WAV E
T O M O G R A P H Y

3.1 Seismic noise cross-correlation

We performed the ambient noise tomography of the Southwestern
Alps following the approach developed by Stehly et al. (2009) and
Mordret et al. (2014). The first step consisted in retrieving empirical
GF between all station pairs from CCs of ambient seismic noise and
measuring the frequency-dependent group traveltimes from every
station pair CC. Then, we built 2-D group velocity maps at each
period by inverting the surface wave traveltimes. Finally, we inverted
both Rayleigh and Love-wave group velocity maps, with the aim
of deriving the structure at depth inverting dispersion curves for a
1-D shear-velocity model in every cell of the grid. The latter was
performed by using two different methods described afterwards.
One of specific features to take account for depth inversion is that
ambient noise at the seafloor is composed of Scholte waves which
are surface waves found at interface between rock basement and sea.
The presence of a water layer in a model makes the guided Scholte
waves slower at the same frequency compared with the Rayleigh
waves.

3.2 Pre-process and cross-correlation computation

In order to obtain the most stable GF, a pre-processing was applied
on all raw data following Bensen et al. (2007). The first step con-
sists in removing the mean and the trend of the signal, bandpass
filtering between 0.02 and 2.5 Hz, decimating the signal to 5 Hz,
and removing the instrument response. The second step aims at
removing glitches and earthquakes by clipping amplitudes greater
than 10 times the standard deviation estimated daily. Then a spectral

whitening between 0.02 and 2.5 Hz was applied before removing
part of the signal with amplitudes greater than three times the stan-
dard deviation. Finally, a one-bit normalization was applied. This
procedure is common for that type of study and applied to all single
day of continuous seismic recordings.

From the pre-processed daily time-series, we computed all the
cross-correlations for Z, N and E components for each station pair
(ZZ, NN, EE, EN and NE). We rotate the cross-correlation tensor
to retrieve radial–radial (RR), radial–transverse (RT), transverse–
radial (TR) and transverse–transverse (TT) components to recover
both Rayleigh and Love waves (Lin et al. 2008). The ZZ, RR, ZR
and RZ components of the cross-correlations are used to estimate
Rayleigh waves velocity, while the TT component is used to estimate
Love waves velocity. However, in order to estimate Rayleigh waves
velocity only the ZZ component of the cross-correlations are used
because it has a significantly higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than
RR, ZR and ZR counterparts.

To improve SNR, we finally stacked all daily cross-correlations
for all available periods and merged the two-sided signal into a one-
sided one by averaging positive and negative lag times. Most of the
CCs with SNRs greater than 1.5 are found for station pairs located
between 10 and 80 km apart.

3.3 Dispersion measurement

After getting the estimated GF from each station pair, we can retrieve
group velocities of surface waves by using traditional frequency–
time analyses (FTAN, Levshin et al. 1989). Given the number of
CCs extracted (more than 3000), group velocity dispersion curves
are commonly picked automatically. However, dispersion curves
having a low SNR due to high-amplitude surface wave overtones
or scattered waves in the signal are picked manually, thanks to a
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Figure 2. Map view of the southwestern Alps and the Ligurian margin with the location of the 62 stations used in this study. Red triangles correspond to
broadband stations, yellow ones correspond to short-period stations, green ones correspond to OBS and blue ones correspond to permanent cabled OBS. The
black stars indicate the main city. The region shows a high topography gradient from –2500 m in the Ligurian basin to 3300 m in the Argentera-Mercantour
Massif distant of 70 km.

Graphical Users Interface developed by Mordret et al. (2015). It
allowed us to select the best dispersion curves and mitigate above-
mentioned effects. We used both Love and Rayleigh waves to see
if there are structures affected by significant radial anisotropy in
this area, revealed by strong differences between the horizontal
and vertical shear velocities. Fig. 3 presents the Rayleigh wave
extracted from the cross-correlation between A206A-LEPF and the
dispersion of the group velocity, with phase velocity increasing with
period.

Fig. 4(a) shows the cross-correlation surface waves on which the
picking has been done to retrieve group-velocity as a function of
periods. Fig. 4(b) shows period-velocity diagrams for the station
pair A206A-LEPF (80 km interstation distance) for the three ZZ,
RR and TT components. The frequency–time diagrams use the dis-
persion of the surface wave to obtain group-velocity measurements.
The black dots correspond to the relative maxima of the diagrams
whereas the white circles show the manually validated maxima cor-
responding to the fundamental mode. The latter are interpolated
and smoothed by a fifth-order polynomial represented by the black
curve.

We noticed that ZZ and RR component dispersion curve are
picked in the same periods range and exhibit almost similar speed.
On the other hand, the TT dispersion curve seems to show veloc-
ity faster than for the Rayleigh’s wave component. Because many
stations were temporary stations the RR components got the least
amount of energy and have a lower SNR. Therefore, in the following

we consider only the ZZ dispersion curve to invert of the Rayleigh
wave group velocity map.

The number of dispersion curves picked as a function of periods
for ZZ and TT components is presented in Fig. 5(a). The error bars
present the standard deviation of the mean dispersion (red curve)
from 1.5 to 9 s. For the same reasons that RR component (low
SNR), we picked less TT component dispersion curve number than
ZZ. Overall, we noticed that our ZZ and RR components seems to
have similar lowest speed, as compared to TT components (Fig. 5a).
We can observe that most of the dispersion curves are in range
from 2 to 8 s periods with a deterioration of quality above 9 s and
below 2 s. The number of available paths for periods greater than
9 s is not sufficient to be exploited further for the group velocity
maps. Imaging deeper structures, as recently done by Kästle et al.
(2018) and Lu et al. (2018), using longer periods waves, would
have implied adding more distant stations, and is out of scope of
this current work. We retrieve a total of 1172 (83 per cent) of usable
traveltime measurements from ZZ component and 781 (80 per cent)
from TT, each of them having a different period range. A summary
is presented on the Fig. 5.

3.4 Rayleigh-wave group velocity maps

Group velocity maps are generated using the method of Barmin et
al. (2001) which is based on ray theory involving a regularization
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Figure 3. Cross-correlation between A206A-LEPF filtered for several labelled period bands and computed for the ZZ components of ambient noise. (a)
Broad-band signal (0.4–14 s passband), while filtered signal is shown below with (b) 8–10 s, (c) 5–8 s, (d) 2–5 s and (e) 0.4–2 s. Black curve on the map
indicates the path A206A-LEPF. Inter tations distance is 80 km.

Figure 4. (a) Cross-correlation between A206A-LEPF pair station for ZZ component. Red signal represents the correlation. (b) Example of dispersion curve
picking on the frequency–time for all three-components ZZ, RR and TT. Warm colours showing the maxima of energy in the signal. Black dots represent the
relative maxima of the diagram for the instantaneous frequency. White circles highlight the automatic picking of these points. The black line is a five-order
polynomial fitting to the automatic picks.

function. This function is composed of a spatial Gaussian smooth-
ing function and a constraint on the amplitude of the perturbation
depending on local path density. We used a Cartesian version of
this algorithm which is described by Mordret et al. (2013). We
performed two successive inversions to regionalize surface wave
group velocities over a 22 × 38 grid, with a cell size of 9.42 km
x 9.42 km. The initial model has a constant velocity equal to the
mean group velocity for each period. The first inversion computes
an overdamped model with all paths to remove outliers. For this
purpose, we discard all paths for which the difference between
the measured traveltime (Fig. 6) and the traveltime computed dur-

ing the first inversion is greater than twice the standard deviation.
Overall, they represent less than 5 per cent of the selected paths.
The second inversion is performed with the optimal smoothing and
damping parameters. The cells of the model with less than 4 rays are
discarded.

We inverted both measured Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion
curves group velocity map at 16 periods with a step of 0.5 s be-
tween 1.5 and 9 s. We do not take into account the topography
during the inversion procedure. Most of our interstation paths with
large topographic contrast correspond to long distances with mostly
sensitivity at long periods. As shown in Köhler et al. (2012), the
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Figure 5. (a) All measured Rayleigh and Love-wave dispersion curves are plotted on a group velocity-period diagram. The average dispersion curve with its
standard deviation is plotted as red line and only for periods ranging from 1.5 to 9 s which are the periods shown on group velocity maps (b) Probability density
diagram of the dispersion curves. (c) Diagram representing the number of measurements with respect to period for ZZ (left-hand panel) and TT (right-hand
panel).

topography effect at long distances, is averaged out by 3-D effect,
and its impact on wave velocity measurements is negligible.

We present our final group velocity maps for both Rayleigh and
Love waves group velocity at range periods from 1.5 to 9 s with a
step of 0.5 s (resp. Figs 7 and 8). The mean variance reduction of the
traveltime residual shows values around 50 per cent indicating that
those velocities models fit well. If we compare group velocity map
at each period for the ZZ and TT components, we can notice that
Love wave velocity is on average higher for all identified structures.

On both Rayleigh and Love group velocity maps, we observe two
high-velocity anomalies in the northeastern and southwestern part
corresponding, respectively to the Mercantour Argentera Massif—
Briançonnais zone and the Esterel-Maure massif. We identify a low
velocity anomaly area around Nice and overall on the coastline. A
localized low velocity anomaly centred on the Var Valley (V on
Fig. 1) is clearly observed on the Love group velocity map up to 4 s.
A large low velocity anomaly zone is observed up to 8 s on the north-
western part of both the Rayleigh and Love group velocity maps,
spatially correlated with a Subalpine thrust mass with Cretaceous
and Jurassic carbonates, with lowest velocity centred on the Valen-
sole plio-quaternaire bassin (VSB). Lastly, on the Rayleigh–Scholte
group velocity maps the lowest velocity anomaly is observed in the
Liguria sea for each available period. This low velocity zone arises
from the slower velocity of the Scholte waves, which are very sen-
sitive to the P-wave velocity of the sea water layer for the periods
band of interest.

3.5 Resolution

It is essential to assess the spatial resolution of each group-velocity
maps to estimate their geometrical accuracy. In our main study area

(the southern termination of the Alps), where station coverage is
very dense, we got on average more than 80 paths per cell. In this
case, the resolution length is expected to tend towards the model’s
cell size. In the western, and easternmost areas, the low station
density as well as the fact that the majority of paths exhibit large
interstation distances (lowest SNR at 4 s) yields an expected loss in
spatial resolution.

Fig. 9(a) shows the average resolution at 4 s, estimated from the
resolution matrices (Barmin et al. 2001; Mordret et al. 2013). The
resolution matrix is the response of the tomographic process to a
Delta function type anomaly located in a corresponding cell of the
model. It indicates how accurately the tomography is able to retrieve
the anomaly. Overall, in our 2–9 s period band, the resolution of the
group velocity map is good with a maximum of 35 km wavelength at
the limit of our study area. From the Var to the Italian border, where
ray coverage is dense, the spatial resolution decreases to around
10 km wavelength. Fig. 9(b) represents the resolution shift which is
the actual position of the spot with respect to its theoretical position
and it shows if the observed anomalies are at the right position on
the map. Nearly all the shift resolution is ranging between 0 and
5 km, which means that the retrieved anomalies are located in the
correct cell.

3.6 Shear-velocity inversion

Rayleigh and Love-wave group velocity maps provide information
about lateral variations of surface wave velocities with respect to
the period. In order to obtain insight into the structure at depth, we
extract all available local regionalized dispersion curves to construct
a local 1-D shear velocity model. Then, we combine all those 1-
D profiles from all cells to construct the final 3-D shear velocity
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812 G. Guerin et al.

Figure 6. Rayleigh-wave group velocity measurements for ZZ components and associated ray path coverage to periods from 1.5 to 9 s. Seismic stations are
shown as black triangles. T indicates the city of Toulon. N indicates the city of Nice. Grey curve shows the Franco-Italian border.

model. As a reminder, we used a 22 × 38 grid with a cell size of
9.42 km x 9.42 km.

3.6.1 First inversion: The Neighbourhood Algorithm

As mentioned previously, we performed a two-step inversion. The
first inversion is based on the Neighbourhood Algorithm, an op-
timized Monte Carlo global search technique developed by Sam-
bridge (1999a, b) to sample a model-space, which has been effi-
ciently deployed in different geophysics inversions (e.g. Mordret
et al. 2014, 2015; Giannopoulos et al. 2017). A model is a set of
different parameters and the corresponding model-space is a multi-
dimensional space having the same dimensions as the number of the
parameters used to characterize the model. For each parameter of
our model-space, we fixed an a priori range of value. Hence, for our
local dispersion curve inversion problem, the model is a 1-D layered
shear-wave velocity profile with two parameters for each layer, the
thickness and the S-wave velocity. For the two following inversions,
we take in account that ambient noise at the ocean floor is composed
of Scholte wave and therefore add an extra water layer for offshore
cells. We used SHOM MNT bathymetry (Shom 2015) to estimate
the mean depth, ranging from 1800 to 2200 m, for of each off-shore
cell. More information about the methodology features in Mordret
et al. (2014).

All our local 1-D shear velocity model are based on an initial
model with three layers over a half-space with five unknowns: three
S-wave velocities and the depths of two interfaces separating them.
More than 27 000 models have been sampled for each cell during
this inversion. Figs 10(a)–(c) shows the 1-D dispersion curves with
the red errors bars derived from the initial measured dispersion
curves, and on which the depth inversion is computed. We average
the 100 best models to get the final model which corresponds to the
red curves in Figs 10(d)–(f). The other colours curve indicates all the
models sampled. The misfit between the measured and the theoret-
ical dispersion curves is the area between the theoretical curve and
the uncertainties of the observed dispersion curve normalized by
the area inside the uncertainties of the measured dispersion curves
as defined in Mordret et al. (2014). The misfit of the best model is
on average lower than 0.01. This three-layer depth inversion allows
to identify major features of the studied region. As an example,
we computed three models which have specific S-wave velocity
anomalies. Figs 9(a) and (c) show high anomalies that correspond,
respectively, to the crystalline Mercantour-Argentera massif and a
part of the Maures massif and Fig. 9(b) shows a lowest velocity
anomalies zone around Nice and the Var valley with thick sediment
deposits. We can notice two similar patterns corresponding to the
Argentera-Mercantour (Fig. 10d) and the Maures massif (Fig. 10f),
with a first layer exhibiting a shear-wave velocity of ∼2.4 km s–1 at
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Figure 7. Rayleigh and Scholte wave group-velocity maps for 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 s, respectively. At each period, we indicated the variance reduction
(VarRed) between data computed from the measurement and the final model. The black bold curve shows the coastline while the grey curve indicates the
Franco–Italian border. Seismic stations are shown as black triangles. T indicates the city of Toulon. N indicates the city of Nice.

2 km depth, a second layer up to 5–7 km depth with ∼2.8 km s–1

velocity and lastly, a ∼3.4 km s–1 velocity found in the third layer.
From the known geology of the area, we can assume that the sed-
imentary cover lies between the surface and the first layer, then
a second layer corresponding to the crystalline substratum. When
looking at the second location (Fig. 10b) corresponding to an area
between Monaco, Nice and the Var Valley, we can see a first 1 km
deep layer of ∼1.9 km s–1 S-wave velocity underlined by a second
one with a mean velocity of ∼2.1 km s–1 down to 3 km depth. Given
the number of stations in this area, a good part of the short period
(<2 s) were picked and therefore we have a better resolution to
image the shallow crust.

3.6.2 Second inversion: perturbational inversion

We then perform a second inversion based on a perturbational
method using finite elements (Haney & Tsai 2017). The individual
finite elements, or layers, must be thin compared with the wave-
length to ensure accuracy. Here, the frequency is fixed while the
wavenumber and material properties are perturbed. It yields a first-
order result relating perturbations in phase/group velocity to per-
turbations in the material properties.

This second inversion allows to refine the depth-dependent Vs
profiles with a finer depth discretization of the models. As inputs,
we use the three-layer model generated previously as well as the 1-D
dispersion curves. Those three-layer models are smoothed prior to
the perturbational inversion by applying a linear interpolation.

Here, a multilayer parametrization with different thicknesses is
considered, instead of merely three layers. It exists an optimal depth
discretization with an increasing thickness in depth. Such layering
allows us to properly sample the Rayleigh waves at any depths. This
optimal layering for Rayleigh-wave modeling is based on a phase
velocity dispersion curve. Following Haney & Tsai (2017), we find
that our optimal number of layers is around 40 on land, and 30 at
sea. The water layer is discretized into 10 layers with varying thick-
ness to reach a depth ranging from 1800 to 2200 m. The total depth
of the model is 30 km, allowing to recover good accuracy in the
first 10 km depth. As 2 smoothing factors, we set the smoothness
scale at 3 km (half-space depth), and the model standard deviation
factor at 4 for every cell. Considering the sensitivity depth of the
Rayleigh Wave with periods, most of the layers are sampled in the
upper third of the model. In Fig. 11(a) shows an example of dis-
persion curves on which models are generated for a cell located
below Nice. Given that the first inversion misfit is good, we de-
cided to lower the velocity values errors by a factor 2 (black error
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for Love wave group-velocity maps for 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 s, respectively.

Figure 9. (a) Spatial resolution map for Rayleigh waves at 4 s. (b) Resolution shift map for Rayleigh wave at 4 s. For the two figures, the black bold curve
shows the coastline. Seismic stations are shown as black outline triangles. The black bold curve shows the coastline. The thinner black curve indicates the
Franco–Italian border.

bars in Fig. 11a). We noted that the second inversion improved the
misfit, especially at low frequencies. The final update (red curve)
predicts overall more than 95 per cent of the group velocity mea-
surements. We generated the models with a chi-squared value be-
low 1. Fig. 11(b) shows the corresponding three-layer (green curve)
and multilayers (red curve) models resulting from our successive
inversions.

The final step consists in collecting the best-fitting 1-D depth
profiles for each grid cell and in generating a 3-D shear-velocity
model of the southwestern Alps and Ligurian margin. In Fig. 12,
we present selected depth (600, 2000, 3800 and 6400 m) slices of
our final 3-D shear-velocity model.

Fig. 13 shows a slice at 300 m depth zoomed in the Alpes-
Maritimes district and the city of Nice. In this area, the density
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Figure 10. Inverted shear wave velocity model for specific locations in our study area: (a) and (d) feature the Mercantour-Argentera massif (rectangle a in the
inset map); (b) and (e) an area around the Var (rectangle b in the inset map); (c) and (f) is the eastern part of the Maures massif (rectangle c in the inset map).
(a), (b), (c) show in red the error bars of the regionalized 1-D Rayleigh waves dispersion curves from which the shear wave inverted models are computed, in
colour-coded the computed Rayleigh waves dispersion curves with respective misfit, and the green lines featuring the models with minimum misfit. (d), (e), (f)
shows the associated inverted models with colour-coded misfit, the red lines representing the best-fitting model. Our final model is taken as the average of the
100 best models, with the lower misfit.

of stations provides a quite sufficient resolution to allow retrieving
velocities which correlate with local geology. The low velocity
anomaly surrounding Nice arises from the sedimentary basin of the
Var and Paillon rivers on its western part and from the presence
of weak marl and calcareous-marl of cretaceous and ologicene–
pliocene ages, with an overall thickness reaching approximately
700 m (Jourdon et al. 2014), on its eastern part.

In Fig. 14, we show three 2-D profiles highlighting the main
structures in the area. Profile P3 (west–east section) is aligned along
the coast from the Maures massif to the Ligurian sea. Profiles P1
and P2 (north–south sections) highlight topography between inland
massifs and the margin/basin system.

4 I N T E R P R E TAT I O N A N D D I S C U S S I O N

Although recent surface wave tomography studies covering the
southwestern Alps were performed using the dense and large Al-
parray network, they cover the whole Alpine continental collision
zone to obtain information in the crust and the upper mantle (Kästle
et al. 2018; Lu et al. 2018). In this study, we opted to focus on the
shallow crust, down to 10 km depth, where most of the seismicity
is occurring in the region. Hence, a first comparison can be done on
the Rayleigh and Love group velocity map at 8 s with the larger scale
Alpine tomography. We found Rayleigh wave group velocity to be
above 2.8 km s–1 on average and Love wave velocity group above
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Figure 11. (a) Group velocity dispersion curves for the cell below the city of Nice: data from dispersion measurement (yellow), synthetic DC from the
three-layer model (green), and from the multilayer model (red). (b) Shear velocity depth models using group velocities: initial three-layer model (green) and
final multilayer model (red). The black error bar is computed the same way as the first inversion but divided by a factor of 2. chi-squared is less than 0.5 for
this cell.
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Figure 12. Depth slices through the 3-D final shear-velocity models at (a) 600 m, (b) 2000 m, (c) 3800 m and (d) 6400 m below the sea level. Major toponyms
and areas are labelled: T, Toulon; N, Nice; V, Var and Paillon basin; SD, Subalpine Domain; AM, Argentera Massif; MEM, Maures-Esterel Massif; EM, Esterel
Massif; LS, Ligurian Margin. The dashed lines in (a) represent the surface trace of extracted 2-D profiles shown in Fig. 14. The lowering opacity black curves
feature the main structures in the region.
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Figure 13. Depth slice through the 3-D final shear-velocity model, at 300 m, focused on the Alpes-Maritimes district. The dashed lines enclose the Tanneron
massif and the Var-Paillon plaln.

Figure 14. Vertical profiles P1, P2, P3 as mapped in Fig. 12, with same labels for toponyms and areas. Grey colour features the Ligurian Sea.

3 km s–1 which are consistent with velocities reported by Kästle et
al. (2018) and Lu et al. (2018).

At depth ranging from 20 to 30 km depth, radial anisotropy was
observed by Fry et al. (2010) in the orogen-parallel fast direction
related to pre-alpine orogenic episode. However, at this regional
scale and at shallower depth, no strong lateral variations of the
radial anisotropy were identified from the comparison of Rayleigh
and Love group velocity. Therefore, in this study we did not invert
for radial anisotropy.

By looking both our Rayleigh and Love group velocity maps be-
low 4 s (Figs 7 and 8), we can identify several areas featuring specific
velocity anomalies. Two high-velocity zones around 3 km s–1: (1)
in the southwestern part from Toulon to the west of Nice, which

corresponds, from west to east of the anomaly, to the succession of
the Maures, Tanneron and Esterel (labelled MEM and T in Fig. 1)
crystalline rock formations and (2) in the northeastern part of our
covered zone, corresponding to the crystalline rock formations of
Mercantour-Argentera massif (labelled AM in Fig. 1), the Dora-
Maira massif (labelled DMM in Fig. 1) and the sedimentary cover
of the internal alpine belt (labelled C in Fig. 1).

Between those two high-velocity anomalies, we can identify a
low-velocity one of ∼2 km s–1 (Fig. 7) from the city of Nice
to Digne-les-Bains, along the northwestern part of the covered
zone. This area corresponds to the external zone of southwest-
ern Alps called subalpine domain (labelled B in Fig. 1). We re-
trieve this velocity anomaly up to 5 s periods on the Rayleigh
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group velocity maps (Fig. 7). The thick sedimentary cover in this
area can explain this low-velocity anomaly. By looking the Love
group velocity maps (Fig. 8), even if it’s less obvious we can
also identify this low velocity anomaly up to 3 s periods. How-
ever, a clearly visible low-velocity zone is retrieved centred on
44◦N–6◦E from 3 to 5 s periods which corresponds to the position
of the Plio-Quaternary Durance-Valensole basin (labelled DVB in
Fig. 1).

When focusing on Nice area, which has the highest density of
stations, and for periods below 3 s, we can clearly identify a low
velocity-zone, visible on both Rayleigh and Love wave group ve-
locity maps between 1.5 and 4 s periods. At periods less than 2 s,
much lower surface wave velocities are seen in this area. These ar-
eas consist of small sedimentary basins having sediments (alluvial,
conglomerate and limestone aquifers) layers of several hundred me-
tres like the Var valley (labelled V in Fig. 1) and the Paillon valley,
located in the city of Nice (labelled N in Fig. 1). In the depth slices
maps at 300 m (Fig. 12), we distinctly observe the same pattern of
low velocity around this area. This distribution of velocity is also
visible in the N–S profile P2 (Fig. 13b) down to 1 km depth from
the coast to hinterland of Nice, an area known as Nice fold and
thrust belt. Given the number of stations in this area, the resolu-
tion is maximum and allows us to locate superficial structures. At
longer periods, between 5 and 9 s, the waves meet the crystalline
substratum which is visible on the maps, as the velocity contrast
with surrounding zones vanishes.

Finally, the lowest-velocity anomaly retrieved, visible throughout
the whole periods, corresponds to the east Ligurian margin showing
∼1.5 km s–1 Scholte group-velocity wave. The ∼2.3 km s–1 veloc-
ity retrieved just opposite Toulon can be explained by the fact that
ASEAF station is located at the bottom edge of the continental slope,
so that the surface waves, at the period considered, are not very sen-
sitive to the superficial part filled with water, unlike OBSs found in
the eastern part. Overall, the quality of the OBSs’ GF retrieved, es-
pecially at short periods, and the lack of station in this area make in-
terpretation more difficult when looking at the east Ligurian margin.
Many studies exist in the Ligurian Basin since some of the largest
seismicity in the region is located there. Dessa et al. (2011) high-
lighted a first layer from the sea bottom (2.4 km) to 5 km depth with
a P-wave velocity around 1.7 km s–1 down to 2 km s–1, then a gradual
increase in velocity from 2.8 km s–1 to 8 km depth. Using a Vp/Vs
ratio of 1.7321, we find coherent low velocity anomalies in the verti-
cal cross-sections and depth slices maps of the shear-wave velocity
distribution compared to the ones observed by Dessa et al. (2011,
Figs 11 and 13). Our observations highlight the presence of this low-
velocity zone down to ∼6 km depth, which is linked to the presence
of Salt and Evaporites from Plio-Quaternary deposits (Contrucci et
al. 2001). In the eastern part, Lardeaux et al. (2006) identified P-
wave velocities around 3.2 km s–1 at depth greater than 2 km, which
is consistent with our shear-wave velocity model. Overall, the ve-
locity anomaly retrieved below the 4 s group-velocity maps shows
a good consistency with the major geological zones of the study
area.

5 C O N C LU S I O N

We used continuous three-component ambient noise recording ob-
tained between 2011 and 2018 on 62 stations in the Southwestern
Alps and the Ligurian margin. By correlating the noise records be-
tween every station pairs, we retrieved Rayleigh and Love wave GF
and built 2-D group velocity maps and then a 3-D shear-velocity

structure. The combined use of two depth inversions—first a Neigh-
bourhood Algorithm for a coarse three layer models and then a lin-
earized finite element approach—allowed us to observe distinctive
velocity consistent with the surface geology. Most of the velocity
variations are observed below 5 s. The 3-D shear velocity profiles
highlight the thinning of the sedimentary complex above massifs,
and conversely, its thickening in the subalpine domain, in the north-
west of the area, and in the sedimentary basins located between the
Esterel massif and the Dora-Maira massif on the Italian side. The
low velocity zone identified under the Ligurian Sea down to ∼6 km
depth is consistent with previous studies focusing on this part of the
Ligurian Sea.

Given that most of the seismicity takes place in the Ligurian sea,
a denser seismic network of broad-band sensors off shore of Nice
could be useful to increase the area coverage at low period.
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